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REPLY ARGUMENT

Appellee Redner urges this Court to affirm the trial court and hold that he

has a constitutional right to homegrown marijuana. Specifically, Mr. Redner

frames the issue before this court as “a single constitutional question”—whether

the Legislature can restrict a constitutional definition. Answer Br. at 14. The

entirety of Mr. Redner’s argument rests upon the definitions of “Marijuana” and

“Medical use” in Florida’s Medical Marijuana Amendment. Under Appellee’s

reading of those definitions (and as the trial court held), a qualifying patient can

use and possess any form of marijuana that they so choose, so long as a Florida

physician approves such use. Answer Br. at 22; R. 762. But the Amendment

simply does not provide for the broad and expansive use of marijuana that Mr.

Redner asserts. Rather, the Amendment’s plain language sets forth a framework

under which every aspect of medical use of marijuana in Florida—the patients,

their caregivers and physicians, the medical marijuana treatment centers

(MMTCs), and the marijuana itself—is subject to some form of regulation and

oversight.

Mr. Redner’s focus upon just two definitions in isolation 1) ignores the

entirety of the remaining provisions which set forth the overall framework and

operation of the Amendment, 2) ignores the definition of MMTCs which expressly

addresses the cultivation of marijuana for medical use in Florida, and 3) ignores
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the provision that expressly recognizes the Legislature has authority to regulate

medical use of marijuana under the Amendment.

Because Mr. Redner does not have a constitutional right to homegrown

marijuana, this Court should reverse the trial court’s Final Judgment and remand

with directions that final judgment be entered in favor of the Department.

I. THE AMENDMENT DOES NOT CREATE ANY BLANKET RIGHT TO USE OR

POSSESS MARIJUANA IN ANY FORM, LET ALONE A RIGHT TO HOME

CULTIVATION OF MARIJUANA.

Contrary to Appellee’s assertion, Florida’s Medical Marijuana Amendment

does not “guarantee[] . . . the right to po[s]sess and use a growing marijuana plant.”

Answer Br. at 15. Indeed, it does not create any “rights” at all; rather it operates to

provide a legal immunity from “criminal or civil liability or sanctions under

Florida law,” for “qualifying patient[s] or caregivers,” for “medical use of

marijuana” that is “in compliance” with the Amendment. Art. X, § 29(a)(1), Fla.

Const. In other words, to assert immunity under the Amendment, a qualifying

patient’s medical use of marijuana must meet certain requirements, including

complying with the Amendment itself and all regulations and laws enacted under

the Amendment.

Notably, neither the ballot title nor summary for the Amendment, which is

what Florida voters actually see when casting a ballot upon a proposed

amendment, § 101.161(1), Fla. Stat., indicated that a vote in favor of the
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Amendment was a vote in favor of enshrining a newly created right in Florida’s

Constitution.1 See Graham v. Haridopolos, 108 So. 3d 597, 605 (Fla. 2013)

(declining to adopt an interpretation of a constitutional amendment when

“[n]owhere in the ballot title or ballot summary does it indicate” such an intent).

By contrast, other recent ballot initiatives amending the Florida Constitution

have been clear and express when establishing a new right in the State’s governing

document. See, e.g., Art. X, § 24(d), Fla. Const. (Florida’s Minimum Wage

Amendment – “Rights protected under this amendment include, but are not limited

to, the right to file a complaint or inform any person about any party’s alleged

noncompliance with this amendment, and the right to inform any person of his or

her potential rights under this amendment and to assist him or her in asserting such

rights.” (emphasis added)); Id. § 25(a) (Patients’ Right to Know Amendment – “In

1 In full, the ballot title and summary provided the following information to voters:

Title: Use of Marijuana for Debilitating Medical Conditions

Summary: Allows medical use of marijuana for individuals with
debilitating medical conditions as determined by a licensed Florida
physician. Allows caregivers to assist patients’ medical use of
marijuana. The Department of Health shall register and regulate
centers that produce and distribute marijuana for medical purposes
and shall issue identification cards to patients and caregivers. Applies
only to Florida law. Does not immunize violations of federal law or
any non-medical use, possession or production of marijuana.

In re Advisory Op. to the Att’y Gen. re Use of Med. Marijuana for
Debilitating Med. Conditions, 181 So. 3d 471, 476 (Fla. 2015).
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addition to any other similar rights provided herein or by general law, patients

have a right to have access to any records made or received in the course of

business by a health care facility or provider relating to any adverse medical

incident.” (emphasis added)).

There is thus no support for Appellee’s assertion that a prohibition on

homegrown marijuana somehow frustrates “voter intent.” See Answer Br. at 27.

As detailed below, the Amendment’s plain language commits the cultivation of

marijuana for medical use in Florida solely to MMTCs, not qualified patients such

as Mr. Redner. And even if there were any ambiguity under the relevant language,

the straightforward application of well-settled tools of construction support the

Department’s reading of the Amendment.

A. The Plain Language of the Amendment Recognizes Medical Marijuana
Treatment Centers as the Sole Entities Authorized to Cultivate
Marijuana.

Mr. Redner’s assertion of a right to homegrown marijuana hinges entirely

upon his reading of the definitions of “Marijuana” and “Medical use” to immunize

him “from civil or criminal liabilities or sanctions for the ‘possession’ and ‘use’ of

‘all parts of any plant of the genus Cannabis,’” including seeds from which he

could cultivate marijuana at home for his personal medical use. Answer Br. at 17;

see also 15–23. As detailed in the Department’s Initial Brief, however, this reading

ignores the entirety of the Amendment, which nowhere authorizes home
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cultivation. See Initial Br. at 14–23. Certainly the Amendment’s incorporation of a

specific statutory definition of marijuana would be relevant if this case concerned

what constitutes marijuana for purposes of the Amendment. But a specific

definition of marijuana does not mean that Appellee can rely on the non-precise

terms “possession” and “use” in the definition of “Medical use” to create an

expansively broad “right” to grow his own marijuana. Mr. Redner’s reading of the

Amendment especially falters when the definition of MMTC is considered. That

provision expressly tasks MMTCs with the cultivation and processing of marijuana

for medical use in Florida. See Initial Br. at 15–16, 19–20.

In any event, the use of marijuana for medical purposes under the

Amendment is not unrestricted—by the Amendment’s own express terms, it is

subject to regulation by the State. See Art. X, § 29(e), Fla. Const. (“Nothing in this

section shall limit the legislature from enacting laws consistent with this section.”);

see also Initial Br. at 4 (detailing legislation setting forth various safety and

security requirements for MMTCs to “ensure the safety and security of premises”

where marijuana cultivation will occur, “and to maintain adequate controls

against” diversion or theft of marijuana cultivated for medical purposes in Florida);

cf. Forest v. State, No. 1D17-4201, 2018 WL 5076687, at *1 (Fla. 1st DCA Oct.

18, 2018) (addressing a purported conflict between the Medical Marijuana

Amendment and Florida’s criminal code and explaining that a statute enacted by
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the Legislature “ ‘is not invalidated by a subsequent amendment to the

Constitution, unless the amendment is designed to have that effect.’ ” (quoting

Neisel v. Moran, 85 So. 346, 360 (Fla. 1919) & citing Haridopolos, 108 So. 3d at

597 ).

Mr. Redner has no right to engage in home cultivation under the

Amendment; accordingly, he can identify no law or action by the Department that

is in conflict with the Amendment as it relates to the activity in which he wishes to

engage.

B. Even if There Were an Ambiguity, Multiple Tools of Construction
Support the Department’s Reading of the Amendment.

Mr. Redner challenges the Department’s reliance on several tools of

construction as “precluded by the clarity of the plain text,” Answer Br. at 24, and

paints the Department’s arguments as an attempt to “pars[e] different portions of

[the Amendment] to create an artificial conflict where none exists,” id. at 25. But it

is Mr. Redner whose position is precluded by the plain text of the Amendment, and

it is his proffered reading of the Amendment that asks this Court to conclude that

Florida voters have somehow hidden an elephant in a mousehole.2

2 Whitman v. Am. Trucking Ass’ns, 531 U.S. 457, 468 (2001) (“Congress, we have
held, does not alter the fundamental details of a regulatory scheme in vague terms
or ancillary provisions—it does not, one might say, hide elephants in
mouseholes.”). Although this turn of phrase is borrowed from the federal
administrative law context, its imagery is apt here. Appellee’s position would
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Mr. Redner first proposes that this Court can read the Amendment’s

provisions governing MMTCs “in harmony” with the provisions governing

qualified patients. Answer Br. at 25. Couched by Appellee as a way of reconciling

the various rights at issue, this is nothing more than a suggestion to read the

provisions in isolation and ignore that the Amendment expressly discusses

cultivation only when defining the role of MMTCs.

Mr. Redner next suggests that because the record indicates that an existing

MMTC was amenable to selling Mr. Redner the seeds and cuttings to begin his

home cultivation, that this reveals that homegrown marijuana is “compatible” with

the medical use of marijuana as contemplated by the Amendment. Answer Br. at

26. This again is an attempt by Appellee to overcome the lack of any language in

the Amendment supporting his position. One MMTC’s willingness to assist Mr.

Redner does not render lawful the endeavor he wishes to pursue.

Finally, Mr. Redner asserts that the Department’s reading of the Amendment

would result in the absurd. Specifically, under the Department’s logic, Appellee

argues, a qualified patient would not be able to lawfully transport marijuana

purchased from an MMTC to his or her residence because the word “transport”

require this Court to find that Florida voters intended to create a right to home
cultivation of marijuana, even though the Amendment’s text is entirely silent as to
that purported right.
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appears in the definition of MMTC but not in the definition of “Medical use.”

Answer Br. at 27. The Department is not advancing such a reading of the

Amendment so the unreasonable or absurd consequences doctrine is inapplicable

here. In any event, the definition of “Medical use” recognizes that patients and

caregivers may “deliver” or “transfer” marijuana, so Appellee’s argument as to this

point falls flat.

As detailed in its Initial Brief, multiple tools of construction support the

Department’s reading of the Amendment. Initial Br. at 20–21. And even if any

doubt remained, Appellee’s position is squarely contradicted by the Amendment’s

sponsoring organization, which stated unequivocally on its campaign website that

the Amendment intentionally “left ‘home grow’ out . . . in order to create a tightly

regulated and controlled system that is best for the State of Florida.” R. 532–33.

* * *

Because the trial court erred as a matter of law in determining that article X,

section 29 of the Florida Constitution grants a qualifying patient a right to grow his

or her own marijuana, this Court should reverse the Final Judgment and remand for

entry of judgment in favor of the Department.
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CONCLUSION

This Court should reverse the Final Judgment and remand with directions

that final judgment be entered in favor of the Department.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Rachel Nordby
JASON GONZALEZ (FBN 146854)
RACHEL NORDBY (FBN 56606)
AMBER STONER (FBN 109281)
SHUTTS & BOWEN LLP
215 S. Monroe Street, Suite 804
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Telephone: (850) 241-1717
jasongonzalez@shutts.com
rnordby@shutts.com
amberstoner@shutts.com
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